Attending: Lori Amato, Marcy Wieland, Kristin Fabos, Alicia Hernandez, and rotating manager: Rock Pfotenhauer
Absent: Charlotte Achen, Teresa Macedo, Shawn Ogimachi

1. CEED Program Specialist elimination (Rock Pfotenhauer)
   Staff members Jennifah Chard and Francis Sweetman attended with Rock and consultant Scott Johnson. The 100% elimination of one of two Program Specialist positions was discussed. Clarifications of the plan including the intention to hire a new CEED Program Coordinator and the role of the CEED Assistant were solicited in an attempt to determine where the work of the current Program Specialist would fall.

2. SPRAC Business
   Next Meeting – Based on preliminary availability, SPRAC decided to meet Monday, November 5 to begin with SPRAC fall term tasks. We do not anticipate more reduction plans being received at this point, which will allow time for catching up with other items. Possible agenda items:
   a. Meeting days/times for the rest of the term.
   b. SPRAC Next Semester Check-In
   c. Self-evaluation
   d. Guide to SPRAC updates, including revised Review Template